My days at the Cottage
First time I stepped inside of those gates was
11/3/2015. That time I had been traveling more than 9
months around Australia and before going home I still
wanted to spend some time with horses and learn few
new tricks to take home with me. I started applying and
Chris contact me next day. Just after few chats with him
I decided that’s a place where i wanna go.
I decided no matter what I will stay at least 3 months. In
those months I learned one thing that i didn’t know
anything. I learned whole new attitude to be around
horses and how to handle them using your mind and body language. I learned to find
whole new level to communicate with not just horses but with all the animals.
3 months went flying past learning new things every day and it was time to make a
decision; stay or go? I gave it few days and I knew the place would still have so much to
give me so i would stay at least few more months. In those next moths we started to take
horses out for a rides. We started to do clinics, lessons and took them to pony club just to
play with them.
That’s about the time I started to work and play with Lacey and in this case yes I do
believe love in a first sight! I started creating relationship with her slowly from the ground.
And that horse is incredible. She’s sensitive and loving but man she
can move. Lacey is the one who taught me most. Even I was
learning with geneva at the same time I
never found same sort of understanding
between us. Lacey made sure that I knew
when I did a mistake and slowly we started
to understand more and more each others.
In past year I’ve met so many girls. And
with most of them we’ll be friends rest of
our lives. Cottage thought me a lot and that’s
something what changed me in a good way.
Now I’ve been gone for a month and can’t stop counting the days
until I get a chance to go back. I was so lucky to be able to spend a year with Deb, Chris
and all the horses, dogs and cats. I came as a basic level rider and left as a young horse
rider and started my studies as a horse physiotherapist.
There’s no words enough to describe how thankful I am to Chris and Deborah. Giving me
the opportunity and helping me out every single way they just could. And I know later in my
life I’ll keep coming back to my Australian home.

